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Abstract: In this paper, we introduced a fuzzy model for calculating complexity based on universality,
aiming to measure the complexity of natural languages in terms of the degree of universality exhibited
in their rules. We validated the model by conducting experiments on a corpus of 143 languages
obtained from Universal Dependencies 2.11. To formalize the linguistic universals proposed by
Greenberg, we employed the Grew tool to convert them into a formal rule representation. This
formalization enables the verification of universals within the corpus. By analyzing the corpus, we
extracted the occurrences of each universal in different languages. The obtained results were used to
define a fuzzy model that quantifies the degree of universality and complexity of both the Greenberg
universals and the languages themselves, employing the mathematical theory of evaluative expressions
from fuzzy natural logic (FNL). Our analysis revealed an inversely proportional relationship between
the degree of universality and the level of complexity observed in the languages. The implications of
our findings extended to various applications in the theoretical analysis and computational treatment
of languages. In addition, the proposed model offered insights into the nature of language complexity,
providing a valuable framework for further research and exploration.
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1. Introduction

This paper is placed in the area of mathematical linguistics and presents a model for calculating the
complexity of natural languages.

Calculating the complexity of languages is very important for understanding their structures, use
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and evolution. The measurement of language complexity offers valuable insights into theoretical
linguistics, language learning and teaching and the development of language technologies. Moreover,
by calculating linguistic complexity, we gain a deeper and more comprehensive understanding of the
richness and diversity of languages worldwide [1–7].

Despite the growing interest in linguistic complexity and the numerous research works dedicated to
the study of complexity, we still lack a clear answer regarding the inherent differences in complexity
among languages [8, 9]. Understanding the complexity of languages remains a challenging task due
to the diverse types of complexity, the lack of standardized measures and the varying definitions used
in the field [10–12]. As a result, to establish a universally applicable method for calculating linguistic
complexity, understanding the different complexity among language remains a challenge.

This paper aims to provide a method for calculating the complexity of natural languages by
establishing a relationship between language complexity [10] and universality [13]. Our objective
is to determine the complexity of a natural language by considering its level of universality. The
fundamental idea underlying our proposal is that languages sharing more universal features will exhibit
a lower level of difficulty in learning one from another and vice versa. This approach eliminates
the need to compare languages pairwise and considering all their rules in order to calculate their
complexity. Instead, we determine the degree of universality exhibited by a language and utilize this
information to calculate its complexity. This perspective offers an efficient and objective means of
assessing linguistic complexity.

In the mathematical model proposed in this paper, both complexity and universality are considered
as non-discrete concepts while in traditional linguistics, complexity and universality have been treated
as discrete categories; we approach them as gradual or fuzzy categories. To accomplish this, we utilize
a fuzzy model to handle evaluative expressions, viewing complexity and universality as “evaluations”
of languages and their rules.

We consider it important to approach the concepts of complexity and universality from a fuzzy
perspective for two reasons. On one hand, a linguistic feature cannot simply be classified as universal
or non-universal; rather, it can exhibit various degrees of universality. This notion has significant
implications when calculating the universality of languages, as it involves not only considering
the number of universals a language possesses but also taking into account the degree or level of
universality associated with those features/rules. For instance, a language with many high-level
universals will have a higher level of universality than a language with numerous lower-level universals.
On the other hand, a language cannot be simply categorized as complex or non-complex, but it
can present different levels of complexity. These complexity levels are determined on the levels of
universality found in the languages. We establish a relationship between the two concepts as follows: A
high value of universality signifies that the language shares many characteristics with other languages,
resulting in a relatively lower level of complexity (making it less challenging to learn). Conversely, a
language with low levels of universality will possess many exclusive and non-shared features, leading
to a higher level of complexity (making it more difficult to learn).

To show the effectiveness of our proposed calculation model, we present a proof of concept in which
we use a mathematical theory of evaluative expressions from fuzzy natural logic (FNL) to assess the
complexity of 143 languages based on their level of universality. The level of universality for each
language is determined by measuring the degree of universality of eight Greenberg universals [14].
These eight out of 45 universals are filtered out since only these eight gather three essential criteria for
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our work: They can be formalized with the Universal Dependencies’ (UD) annotation scheme, they
can be formalized using the Grew tool and they are taking into account morpho-syntactic linguistic
features, which is the domain that we want to explore. We analyze the presence of the eight universals
in the languages within our corpus.

The results show that our mathematical model allows for the establishment of a trichotomous scale,
representing the varying values of universality and complexity and revealing an inversely proportional
relationship between the degree of universality and the observed level of complexity in the languages.

In summary, this paper introduces a model that explores the complexity of natural languages by
linking it with the notion of universality and considers both complexity and universality as fuzzy
concepts. Moreover, it presents a proof of concept that not only validates the effectiveness of our
proposed model for calculating language complexity based on universality, but also shows the potential
of using a mathematical model of fuzzy evaluative expressions in linguistic analysis.

The paper is organized as follows. Initially, we provide a concise presentation of the linguistic and
formal background to contextualize the contributions presented in this article. In the linguistic part, we
briefly introduce linguistic universals and discuss diverse approaches to tackling linguistic complexity.
The subsequent section outlines the formal tools employed in this study: Universal dependencies,
Grew-Match and evaluative expressions. Moving forward, we elaborate on the methodology and
present the obtained results. Finally, we engage in a comprehensive discussion of the findings and
the conclusions derived from this analysis.

2. Background

2.1. Linguistic background

2.1.1. Linguistic complexity

Linguistic complexity can be defined as a multifaceted concept that can be analyzed from different
perspectives [15]. From a structural perspective, complexity is understood as a formal property of
linguistic systems related to the number of elements. From a cognitive perspective, complexity is
defined as the processing cost of linguistic structures. From a developmental point of view, complexity
will be determined by the order in which linguistic structures emerge or are learned in the processes of
acquisition and learning first and second languages.

The study of linguistic complexity has witnessed significant changes in recent years. From denying
the possibility of calculating complexity during the 20th century, linguistics has now shifted its focus
to a growing interest in understanding and measuring linguistic complexity. The resurgence in interest
began around 2001 with an article by McWhorter in Linguistic Typology’s special issue [16]. The once
prevailing dogma of equicomplexity, which claimed that all languages are equal in total complexity,
has been questioned by researchers in the 21st century [17, 18]. The increasing number of works on
complexity in theoretical and applied linguistics highlights the interest in finding a method to measure
linguistic complexity [19–28].

Despite the growing interest in linguistic complexity studies in recent years and the general
acknowledgment of varying levels of complexity among languages, accurately quantifying these
differences remains a challenge. This difficulty may arise from the diverse interpretations of complexity
within the field of natural language study.
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Among the possible definitions of the term, one of the most recurrent dichotomies in the literature is
the one that distinguishes absolute complexity and relative complexity [29]. Additional dichotomies in
the literature include global complexity versus local complexity [29] or the distinction between system
complexity and structural complexity [30].

The difference between absolute complexity and relative complexity is established as follows:

• Absolute complexity is defined as an objective property of the system and is calculated in terms of
the number of parts of the system, the number of interrelationships between the parts or the length
of the description of a phenomenon. This approach is common in typology studies [16, 30].
• Relative complexity takes into account language users and is identified with the difficulty or

cost of processing, learning or acquisition. It is common in sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic
studies [31].

Researchers have proposed diverse measures to capture these two types of linguistic complexity,
leading to a wide range of approaches. These measures encompass a vast range of formalisms, which
can be categorized into two main types:

• Measures of absolute complexity, such as the count of categories or rules, description length,
ambiguity, redundancy etc. [29].
• Measures of relative complexity, which grapple with the challenge of determining the type of

task (learning, acquisition, processing) and the type of agent (speaker, listener, child, adult)
to consider. For instance, complexity measures related to second language learning (L2) in
adults [31,32] or processing complexity [33] are examples of assessments based on difficulty/cost
considerations.

Moreover, researchers have explored other disciplines to find tools for calculating language
complexity. Information theory, employing formalisms like Shannon entropy or Kolmogorov
complexity [29, 30, 34], complex systems theory [35] or computational linguistics [36] are some
instances of disciplines that have offered quantitative measures for evaluating linguistic complexity.

Most studies on linguistic complexity have primarily focused on absolute complexity [2,20,27,29],
while relative complexity [3,23,28], though conceptually consistent, has not been thoroughly explored.
Approaching complexity analysis from a relative perspective poses challenges in determining the
specific task (learning, acquisition, processing) and the type of agent (speaker, listener, child, adult) to
consider. Some authors argue that relative complexity should be examined within the context of adult
(user) second language learning (L2) [31, 32]. However, many studies that explore complexity in L2
processes primarily measure the complexity of the target language, neglecting the potential influence of
the learner’s mother tongue on relative complexity [37–42]. Observational and experimental methods
used to calculate complexity in L2 processes may encounter difficulties related to the impact of
extralinguistic factors, which could influence the process and affect complexity measurements. As
a result, the objectivity of such analyses for cross-linguistic comparison may be compromised, as the
perceived difficulty might depend on the specific speakers considered in the experiments. Moreover,
the lack of standardized definitions and measures has led to inconsistent and noncomparable results in
this area [40].

In this paper, we argue that a comprehensive assessment of linguistic complexity requires
considering both absolute and relative complexity together. We want to emphasize the impact of
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the speakers’ mother tongue in studies focusing on relative complexity, particularly in the context
of L2. The mother tongue plays a significant role in either facilitating or complicating the learning
process of the target language, thus influencing the determination of relative linguistic complexity.
Additionally, we would like to show the essential methodological advantages offered by mathematical
tools in objectively calculating the relative complexity of natural languages.

2.1.2. Language universals

A language universal can be defined as “a grammatical characteristic that can be reasonably
hypothesized to be present in all or most human languages” [13]. The study of universals in a
cross-linguistic way is within the discipline known as linguistic typology, which is “the systematic
cross-linguistic comparison that aims to discover the underlying universal properties of human
language” [43]. This discipline with its roots in the 19th century underwent a revolution in 1963
thanks to the paradigm shift proposed by Greenberg [14].

The study presented by Greenberg [14] takes the form of the formulation of 45 different universals
in language thanks to the comparison of different grammatical features extracted from the grammars
of 30 different languages varied and representative of the languages of the world.

In the years following Greenberg, the search for such universals continued. The main difference
with this pioneering work was the inclusion of many more languages in the selection in order to try to
formulate more reliable universals. The search for new typological conditions leading to new universals
was also attempted, and a new research methodology was explored as opposed to grammars (second-
hand data): Questionnaires [44]. The results were not very different from those achieved by Greenberg
years earlier, and interest in the subject gradually diminished. However, in recent years, we have
observed a new boom in typological studies working with universals. The main trigger of such a
change in trend may be the new possibilities opened up by cross-disciplinary collaboration with natural
language processing and [45, 46]. This collaboration has made it possible to have new data to work
with new methodologies (linguistic corpora and a quantitative approach with real texts) and tools that
allow effective processing of a large amount of data previously unattainable, also giving rise to new
metrics [47] and tools offering visualizations of previously unknown data as Typometrics [48].

In the literature, universals are usually classified taking into account two criteria: Frequency and
extension [49]. Considering their extension, we distinguish two types of universals:

• Unrestricted universals are understood as descriptive generalizations of the languages of the
world. They are typical universals formulated in the field of generativism, a perspective not
considered in this paper, with structures such as: “In all languages, Y” [13].
• Implicational universals are a parameter globally favored under certain structural conditions. In

this case, we find rules in a conditional structure, as in: “In all languages, if there is X, then there
is Y”.

Considering their frequency, universals can be [49]:

• Absolute universals are formulations applicable to all the languages of the world. Absolute
universals are formulated as: “All languages have Y”.
• Statistical universals are formulations that exhibit a high frequency of adoption in the languages

of the world without being absolute. Statistical universals usually are a formulation similar to:
“Almost all languages have Y”.
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The most frequent and fruitful universals in Greenberg’s proposal tend to be implicational and
statistical universals. The universals proposed by Greenberg could be divided into three main groups:

(1) Syntactic universals about word order. For example, universal 1: “In declarative sentences with
nominal subject and object, the dominant order is almost always one in which the subject precedes
the object.”

(2) Morphological universals about word inflection and derivation. For example, universal 29: “If a
language has inflection, it always has derivation”.

(3) Morphological universals about word features. For example, universal 36: “If a language has the
category of gender, it always has the category of number”.

In this paper, we work with Greenberg universals, specifically with the above third group of
morphological universals about word features. This means that we will only consider the universals
that refer to the linguistic domain of this group: The morphological characteristics present (or not) in
the different languages and their correlation.

2.2. Formal background

2.2.1. Universal dependencies

Universal Dependencies (UD) [50] is an open repository of homogeneously annotated multilingual
corpora. This means that in this resource, we find large collections of different real texts (241)
corresponding to different languages (143), in the 2.11 version. The main differentiating aspect of
this resource compared to others is the homogeneous annotation. This means that the labeling of
the texts in the different languages has been done using the same methodology and the same labels,
which facilitates comparison and the drawing of conclusions in multiple languages. For this purpose,
the labels and methodology proposed by Google [51] in relation to part of speech are used. On the
other hand, for the syntactic analysis of the different sentences, the guidelines and terminology of the
Stanford Dependencies [52] are used.

Multiple researchers from all over the world are updating the database with more texts or more
languages. Although most languages are Indo-European and it is still difficult to avoid such bias,
there is a remarkable effort to try to include languages with a marginal or nonexistent representation
in the linguistic tradition. This can provide very interesting data, especially in studies such as the one
presented here.

Moreover, the computational annotation of most of the morphological and syntactic data of the
analyzed texts allows a quantitative and more objective approach to linguistic phenomena. The claims
that can be formulated have a mathematical backing and are more fine-grained. In addition, it also
allows new metrics to be obtained in an automatic and efficient way [53].

2.2.2. Grew-Match

The morphological and syntactic data in the texts of the different UD languages are annotated in
text, which is not processed or normalized. In order to know the invariance of occurrences, all of this
data must be automatically cross-checked. Therefore, Grew-Match is ideal since it is able to manage
non-normalized information text from UD efficiently [54].
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This tool has both an online interface and a Python implementation. It allows both the query of
linguistic occurrences in a given corpus and a comparison of the results in multiple languages. Both
quantitative results and qualitative examples of occurrences can be accessed at the same time. In order
to carry out the queries, one must know the tool’s formal language, which will be the syntax that
supports the labels of the UD annotation system.

However, the tool also has an alternative labeling system to the original UD, named Surface
Universal Dependencies (SUD), which is the one we use. In this case, it is an updated and improved
version of syntactic annotation. It offers a representation with a higher weight of syntactic criteria and
a lower semantic weight when deciding which word acts as head and which word acts as dependent.

The queries that can be performed are unrestricted and can contain different complex structures
within themselves. The result of the query makes it possible to obtain quantitative data on the
occurrences of specific linguistic structures in real texts, which allows comparison and the formulation
or revision of universals. In addition, the mere formalization to be carried out is already of great interest
since it will enable us to offer a linguistic formalization.

2.2.3. Evaluative expressions

We propose to compute the assumed concepts of linguistic universality and complexity in a
continuum with natural language words.

Fuzzy natural logic (FNL) is based on six fundamental concepts, which are the following: The
concept of fuzzy set, Lakoff’s universal meaning hypothesis, the evaluative expressions, the concept of
possible world and the concepts of intension and extension. The most remarkable aspect of this work
is the theory of evaluative linguistic expressions.

An evaluative linguistic expression is defined as an expression used by speakers when they want to
refer to the characteristics of objects or their parts [55–61], such as length, age, depth, thickness, beauty,
kindness, among others. We will consider “universality” and “complexity” as evaluative expressions.

FNL assumes evaluative linguistic expression with the general form of:

〈intensifier〉〈TE-head〉. (2.1)

〈TE-head〉 (head of a trichotomous evaluative linguistic expressions) can be grouped to form a
fundamental evaluative trichotomy consisting of two antonyms and a middle term; for example,
〈good, normal, bad〉. We will consider the trichotomy of 〈low,medium, high〉.

FNL has been applied in linguistics in the work of Torrens-Urrutia et al. [62–64]. In [65], the study
of linguistic universals and complexity through the use of fuzzy evaluative expressions displays the
membership scale of universality in linguistic rules recognizing:

• High Satisfied Universal. Linguistic rules that trigger a high truth value of satisfaction in a set of
languages therefore, found satisfied in quasi-all the objects of a set.
• Medium Satisfied Universal. Linguistic rules that trigger a medium truth value of satisfaction in a

set of languages.
• Low Satisfied Universal. Linguistic rules that trigger a low truth value of satisfaction in a set of

languages.

The value of complexity is usually computed as a negation of the value of universality, defining its
correlation and by using IF − T HEN rules such as:
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We characterize fuzzy IF − T HEN rules for complexity as follows:

• IF a rule is a high universal THEN the value of complexity is low.
• IF a rule is a medium universal THEN the value of complexity is medium.
• IF a rule is a low universal THEN the value of complexity is high.

Similarly, we can express:

• IF the value of complexity is high THEN the rule is a low universal.
• IF the value of complexity is medium THEN the rule is medium universal.
• IF the value of complexity is low THEN the rule is high universal.

The membership scale of complexity in linguistic rules is [66]:

• Low Complexity. Linguistic rules that have a high truth value in terms of weight in a set of
linguistic rules.
• Medium Complexity. Linguistic rules that have a medium truth value in terms of weight in a set

of linguistic rules.
• High Complexity. Linguistic rules that have a low truth value in terms of weight in a set of

linguistic rules.

A possible world is defined as a specific context in which a linguistic expression is used. In the case
of evaluative expressions, it is characterized by a triple w = 〈vL, vS , vR〉. Without loss of generality, it
can be defined by three real numbers vL, vS , vR ∈ R, where vL < vS < vR.

Intension and extension: Our intension will simply be the membership degree [0-1], while our
extension will depend on the number of languages we consider in a representative set for evaluating
universality and complexity.

Figure 1 is the representation of which we will base our work in this paper for interpreting values
with evaluative expressions.

Figure 1. Linguistic universality as an evaluative expression.

We have established a theoretical partition of the possible world:

• Being impossible to find a real number scale for a context, such as what happens when evaluating
temperature o speed, we establish an abstract context of a degree 0-1, usually understanding the
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y-axis as a membership degree of universality and the x-axis as the number of possible languages
of an evaluative set.
• We respect the structure of an evaluative expression, two antonyms in each contrary set and

one middle term; the middle term shares space with each antonym representing a transition
between sets.
• Our strict theoretical tripartition can be defined as:

– small 0-0.4.
– medium 0.41-0.6.
– big 0.61-1.

3. Materials and methods

Figure 2 represents the process of our research regarding its materials and methods.
Figure 2 has to be interpreted in two main parts:

• The materials:

– Greenberg’s universals (in blue), Grew Tool (in orange) and Universal Dependencies (in
green).

• The methods to calculate:

– Theoretical universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals and languages (in pink).
– Relative universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals and languages (in yellow).
– Application of the theory of fuzzy evaluative expressions for computing with words results

of universality and complexity of natural languages.

Regarding the materials, we distinguish three steps:

- We have made a selection of Greenberg’s universals.
- We have formalized Greenberg’s universals with the Grew Tool.
- We have prepared a dataset of 146 languages annotated with Universal Dependencies in which we

have been searched for the satisfaction, violation or non-applicability of Greenberg’s universals
formalised with the Grew Tool.

Regarding the method, we distinguish three main parts:

1) Method for computing theoretical weight of universality and complexity of Greenberg’s
universals.

2) Method for computing relative weight of universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals.
3) Method for computing theoretical and relative weight of universality and complexity of language,

expressing such results in words with the theory of the fuzzy evaluative expressions.

Regarding these three parts, we will obtain the following results:

1) Evaluation w.r.t. the weight of theoretical universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals.
2) Evaluate w.r.t. the weight of relative universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals.
3) Taking into account the results of point one and two, we are able to:
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– Evaluate theoretical, universality and complexity of languages, language families and
languages grouped by basic word order dominance through Greenberg’s universals.

– Evaluate theoretical and relative complexity of languages, language families and languages
grouped by basic word order dominance through Greeneberg’s universals.

We explain each of these parts with more detail in the following Subsections 3.1 and 3.2.

Figure 2. Diagram of materials and methods to compute degree of theoretical and absolute
universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals and natural languages.
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3.1. Materials

3.1.1. Data: Greenberg universals

To find a balance between Greenberg’s universals, and the data available, we have to disregard those
Greenberg’s universals hardly evaluable under the combination of the Grew Tool and UD Dependencies
(UD) corpus.

UD corpus is one of the most reliable, well-annotated, vast and accessible available data we can
work with for linguistic studies. However, all 45 Greenberg’s universals cannot be computationally
analyzed in UD. Therefore, the data and its formalism condition the Greenberg’s universals to be
evaluated and used in our research.

We disregard:

• Greenberg’s universals that cannot be formalized with UD annotation schemes since this
information is not labeled in this repository. These universals correspond mainly to the
morphological universal groups regarding rules of inflection and derivation of words.
• Those universals related to intonation and similar aspects not covered in UD or in any corpora

that gathers written language as linguistic data.
• Those universals from the group of syntactic universals evaluating word order [73, 74].

Additionally, the influence of the word order constraints evaluating the interplay between
complexity and universality has already been shown in [65]. Therefore, we characterize those
universals that fall under the morpho-syntactic domain since they are the ones that have been less
carefully studied to evaluate the tandem complexity-universality through their features.

Therefore, we are left with the group of morphological universals considering word features since
they adapt to our materials, and we have yet to find any information and previous research on them
being evaluated and used to compute linguistic universality and complexity. Therefore, we work with
the following universals:

• Universal 30. If the verb has categories of person-number or if it has categories of gender, it
always has tense-mode categories.
• Universal 31. If either the subject or object noun agrees with the verb in gender, then the adjective

always agrees with the noun in gender.
• Universal 32. Whenever the verb agrees with a nominal subject or nominal object in gender, it

also agrees in number.
• Universal 34. No language has a trial number unless it has a dual. No language has a dual unless

it has a plural.
• Universal 36. If a language has the category of gender, it always has the category of number.
• Universal 40. When the adjective follows the noun, the adjective expresses all the inflectional

categories of the noun.
• Universal 42. All languages have pronominal categories involving at least three persons and two

numbers.
• Universal 43. If a language has gender categories in the noun, it has gender categories in the

pronoun.
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3.1.2. Formalization of Greenberg’s universals with Grew tool

To obtain the results of each universal for each language in the UD corpora, we must convert
Greenberg’s natural language formulations into a more abstract formalization compatible with the
terminology used in the systems mentioned above. This is possible thanks to the use of Grew tool 2.2.2.

Due to a lack of space, we provide two examples of the functioning of the formalization process of
universals. In the rest of the cases, the functioning is the same. We must carry out the query in Grew-
Match (freely available), which will allow us to obtain the occurrences of each language in relation to
the analyzed feature. Once this data is obtained, it can be determined whether the universal is fulfilled
in the different languages. In the case of Universal 30:

– If the verb has categories of person-number or if it has categories of gender, it always has tense-
mode categories.

If the universal is correct in each of the languages, these conditions must be met:

(1) There must be the same amount or less of person-number than tense-mode.

(2) There must be the same amount or less of gender than tense-mode.

Therefore, Universal 30 states that we cannot (or shouldn’t) find verbs with person-number or
gender that do not have tense-mode. Thus, the world languages’ verb forms may possess both features
(having tense-mode and gender or person-number), one of the features (having tense-mode) or none of
those features. In formal terms, we could propose this universal as:

U30 = A ∨ B =⇒ C, (3.1)

where A is understood as “person-number”, B is understood as “gender” and C is understood as “tense-
mode.”

First of all, we have to formalize the presence of person-number in the verbs of the world languages,
for which we propose the formalization (3.2):

%30 − V − Person − number

pattern{V[upos = VERB, Person,Number]}.
(3.2)

Equation (3.2) reads as follows. In the first line, headed by the symbol %, we find the title of the
formalization or the information to identify it. In this case, we have named it 30-V-Person-number,
which refers to the number of universals that such a structure contains, the part of speech affected
(verb) and the features that such an object has (person-number). Subsequently, we open the call to the
occurrence filter through the word pattern, which will restrict the search to the structure enunciated
within “{” and “}”. Within these symbols, we activate an element that we name V for simplification,
corresponding to the characteristics within the symbols “[” and “]”. In these symbols, we indicate the
part of speech that we want to restrict (upos=VERB) and, subsequently, separated by “,” we indicate
the characteristics that this verb must have. In this case, we ask for any value corresponding to the
characteristics of Person and Number to be active.
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To formalize the presence of gender in verbs, we use the pattern (3.3), and for the formalization of
tense-mode, we employ the pattern (3.4):

%30 − V − gender

pattern{V[upos = VERB,Gender]}
(3.3)

%30 − V − Tense − Mood

pattern{V[upos = VERB,Tense,Mood]}.
(3.4)

Equations (3.3) and (3.4) read their structure as Eq (3.2). Only the characteristics displayed for the
verbs are changed to the desired ones.

Once the first universal has been exemplified, we must apply the same type of searches using Grew’s
syntax to search for the characteristics we want. For example, in the case of universal 36:

– If a language has the category of gender, it always has the category of number.

We must formalize both categories independently. That is, what we show in (3.5) and (3.6):

%36 −Gender

pattern{Gender[Gender]}
(3.5)

%36 − Number

pattern{Number[Number]}.
(3.6)

Once we obtain the occurrences in the different languages, we will know whether such categories
apply to each analyzed language. We understand this universal as a simple implication:

U36 = A =⇒ B. (3.7)

If we find A (Gender) in a language, we will always find B (Number). This implication tells us that
we will not find languages with gender that do not also have number (something that is possible the
other way around).

Through these two examples of formalization, the rest of the universals we work with can be
understood and retrieved. If the premise of the implication of the universal is double, this structure
can be rescued from the universal 30. If the premise is simple, the structure can be rescued from the
universal 36. The only universal without the implicational structures shown above is universal 42,
which we can formalize as:

U42 = A + B. (3.8)

This can be understood as meaning that any language contains A and B. By A we mean three
features or more of pronominal person and by B we mean two features or more of pronominal number.
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3.1.3. Data: Set of languages and universal dependencies

A selection of languages is mandatory, as it is impossible to analyze the totality of the world’s
languages for two main reasons. First, we are still determining exactly how many languages there are
in the world, as languages are constantly being born and dying without our knowledge [67]. Second,
there has yet to be an agreement on the distinction between dialects and languages [68]. Therefore,
we do not know the totality of the world’s languages [69]. Additionally, for many non-Indo-European
languages, even though we have a label for them, we don’t have reliable and normalized scientific
data [70].

Therefore, studies of linguistic universality and complexity have to make a representative selection
of the world’s languages that will allow us to extrapolate the data obtained. Depending on the type of
study carried out, this representation may have different characteristics [71]:

• Convenience Sampling. If data availability is inadequate, a perfect balance cannot be guaranteed.
However, the results may be indicative of a clear universal trend.
• Variety Sampling. There is a wide availability of language data, yet the phenomenon needs to

be better studied. Representative languages of different linguistic types and genetic backgrounds
and areas are selected, also including languages that are characteristically untypical examples in
the language set.
• Probability Sampling. If the availability of data from different languages is reliable, normalized

and correct and we want to know the representativeness of a phenomenon, we must balance the
selection to maintain an equilibrium of linguistic type, linguistic family and area.

In our case, we have created a dataset of convenience sampling. We have worked with 241 corpora
corresponding to 143 different languages of UD 2.2.1. We analyze the totality of the available corpus
for two reasons:

(1) First, given the pioneering nature of the study, it is interesting to extend the results to the maximum
possible number of languages to gain information on those not represented.

(2) Second, recent studies guarantee that with a varied number of languages, it is not necessary to
establish any corrective measure for sampling, as the results are the same [72].

In our research, the totality and detailed list of the analyzed languages can be checked in [50]. 46%
of the languages are from the Indo-European family, a common bias in typology studies. However,
all the different macro-areas of the world (except Australia) are present: Papunesia, Eurasia, North
America, South America and Africa. We also find some dead languages (Latin, Sanskrit, Ancient
Greek, . . . ) and several isolated languages (Basque, Japanese,. . . ). Another of the most interesting
aspects of the set of languages analyzed is the presence of unusual varieties such as Creoles, code-
switching languages or sign languages.

To guarantee the neutrality of the selection and the falsifiability of the data used, we have analyzed
the first 1,000 sentences of each of the 241 corpora.

3.2. Methods

We perform three main tasks:
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1) Computing theoretical universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals.
2) Computing relative universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals.
3) Computing theoretical, relative universality and complexity of natural languages.

We explain each of these tasks in the following subsections:

3.2.1. Theoretical universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals

The weight of theoretical universality (GUT ) of Greenberg’s universals is computed by checking all
the languages in which the universal is satisfied (AllLs), divided by the set of languages to which the
universal applies (AllLapp) (Eq (3.9)):

GUT =
AllLs

AllLapp

. (3.9)

When we refer to the fact that a universal does not apply to a language, this can be due to multiple
reasons. In short, this means that in an analyzed language L, the elements cited in the universal are not
present and, therefore, it is not testable. If it does apply, on the other hand, these elements are present
and we check whether Greenberg’s proposal is satisfied or violated. The theoretical complexity of a
Greenberg’s universal (GCT ) is computed as a negation of the weight of theoretical universality (GUT )
in Eq (3.10):

GCT = −GUT + 1. (3.10)

Therefore, we establish a co-relation in which the more universal a language is, the less complex
it is. Thus, the language sharing more rules with all the other languages is theoretically less complex
than the language that shares less of the universals concerning the rest of the set of languages.

To estimate the degree of universality and complexity, we can apply fuzzy/linguistic IF-THEN rules.
Using them, we can replace evaluation using numbers with words.

In this case, the degree of universality and complexity can be estimated using fuzzy/linguistic IF-
THEN rules as follows:

• IF a Greenberg’s universal is highly satisfied THEN the degree of universality is high.
• IF a Greenberg’s universal is quite satisfied THEN the degree of universality is medium.
• IF a Greenberg’s universal is barely satisfied THEN the degree of universality is is low.

Similarly, we can express:

• IF the degree of universality is high THEN the degree of complexity is low.
• IF the degree of universality is medium THEN the degree of complexity is medium.
• IF the degree of universality is low THEN the degree of complexity is high.

3.2.2. Relative universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals

We compute the weight of relative universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals,
considering how many languages each universal is satisfied, violated or does not apply.

The value of a satisfied relative universality of a Greenberg’s universal (GUR) is computed by
checking how each universal behaves in all our sets of languages. As a result, each universal has a
relative weight for each state: A weight of satisfaction, violation and non-applicability.
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The value of relative universality satisfaction of a universal (GURS ) is computed by considering
all the languages in which the universal is satisfied (AllLs), divided by our full set of languages (AllL)
(Eq (3.11)):

GURS =
AllLs

AllL
. (3.11)

The value of relative universality violation of a universal (GURV) is computed by considering all
the languages in which the universal is violated (AllLv), divided by our full set of languages (AllL)
(Eq (3.12)):

GURV =
AllLv

AllL
. (3.12)

The value of relative universality non-applicability of a universal (GURnapp) is computed by
considering all the languages in which the universal is non-applicable (AllLnapp), divided by our full
set of languages (AllL) (Eq (3.13)):

GURnapp =
AllLnapp

AllL
. (3.13)

The value of relative complexity of a Greenberg’s universal (GCR) is computed as a negation of the
weight of relative universality for three of the behaviors of a Greenberg’s universal GURS as in (3.14),
GURV as in (3.15) and GURnapp as in (3.16).

GCR = −GURS + 1 (3.14)

GCR = −GURV + 1 (3.15)

GCR = −GURnapp + 1. (3.16)

Therefore, we establish again a correlation between linguistic universality and complexity. The
more universal a language is, the less complex it is since it shares more rules with all the other
languages. We can express our results computing with words as with those fuzzy evaluative expressions
mentioned above.

3.2.3. Theoretical universality and complexity of languages

We have based this step on the results from calculating the theoretical and relative universality and
complexity of Greenberg’s universals. Therefore:

• If the language applies and satisfies a Greenberg’s universal, the language adds a value of one to
its weight.
• On the contrary, if a language does not satisfy nor apply the universal, the universal does not add

any value to its weight. Therefore, such universal weight is zero with respect to the language.
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Consequently, we compute the theoretical value of universality of a language (LUT ) by taking into
account all the satisfied universals (AllGUS ) in it, divided by all the Greenberg’s universals of our set
(AllGU).

LUT =
AllGUS

AllGU
. (3.17)

On the other hand, we compute the value of complexity of a language (LCT ) again as the negation
of its universality, as in Eq (3.18.):

LCT = −LUT + 1. (3.18)

Table 1 is an example of a calculation of theoretical universality and complexity.

Table 1. Example of computing theoretical universality and complexity of languages.
Language u30 u31 u32 u34 u36 u40 u42 u43 Theoretical Universality Theoretical Complexity Fuzzy Evaluative Expressions
Slovenian 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0,875 0,125 High-Low
Wolof 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0,5 0,5 Medium
Guarani 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0,125 0,875 Low-High

3.2.4. Relative universality and complexity of languages

We have taken the value of relative universality (GUR) that corresponds to each language per each
universal.

Following the example of Table 1, U30 has the relative values if satisfied weights 0.56, if
violated 0.07 and if non-applicable 0.37. Naija computes U30 as satisfied; therefore, it has a value
of 0.56. In Japanese, U30 is non-applicable, adding a value of 0.37 for U30. In Arabic, U30 is
violated, so it adds 0.07. The same applies to the rest of the universals. Therefore, the final value
of relative universality of a language (RUL) is computed as the addition of all the relative values of
Greenberg’s universals in the language (AllGUR in L), divided by all the set of Greenberg’s universals
(AllGU), as shown in Eq (3.19):

RUL =
AllGUR in L

AllGU
. (3.19)

On the other hand, the relative complexity of a language is computed as a negation of the relative
universality of that same language, as in Eq (3.20):

RCL = −RUL + 1. (3.20)

To compute the values of theoretical and relative universality and complexity of language families
and word order dominance groups, we have applied the calculations by grouping all the values of each
language in their families, or word order dominance groups, and dividing it by the total amount of
objects.
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4. Results

4.1. Theoretical universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals

Table 2 shows the theoretical universality and complexity values for each of Greenberg’s universals.
We confirm that universals U31, U32, U34, U36 and U43 are highly satisfied. Only U42 displays a
tendency toward showing a medium value of satisfaction, but still belonging to the set of high universal.
Differently, U30 and U40 do belong to the set of a medium universal. Therefore, U40 and U30 could
be questioned as a linguistic universal. The rest of the universals fall under the spectrum of 0.7 and
one; thus they are on the set of high universal and, consequently, are definitely a universal rule from
the theoretical point of view.

Table 2. Degree of theoretical universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals.

Degree of theoretical universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals
Greenberg’s
Universals

Set of
Languages

Languages in
which applies

Satisfied Violated
Theoretical
Universality

Theoretical
Complexity

u30 143 85 37 48 0,43 0,57
u31 143 94 94 0 1 0
u32 143 119 108 11 0,91 0,09
u34 143 10 10 0 1 0
u36 143 76 76 0 1 0
u40 143 38 16 22 0,42 0,58
u42 143 92 64 28 0,7 0,3
u43 143 63 60 3 0,95 0,05

Figure 3 shows the same information as Table 2, but in the shape of a fuzzy evaluative expression
graph. Y-axis is the degree of membership of a Greenberg’s universal according to how many
applicable languages a universal has been satisfied. X-axis displays the conversion of the applicable
language for each universal to 100. The left set defines the spectrum of low universality, the medium
set represents medium universality and the right set represents high universality.

Figure 3. Degree of theoretical universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals in the
form of an evaluative expression graph.
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4.2. Relative universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals

Table 3 presents the relative weight of satisfaction, violation and non-applicability of each of
Greenberg’s universals. We mark the highest value on green and on red, the lowest. Therefore, we
observed that most languages satisfy Greenberg’s universals. On the other hand, those universals
that are non-applicable in many languages have the highest weight on the label of non-applicable.
Therefore, no universal with a higher weight of violation exists, showing that Greenberg wasn’t entirely
wrong in any of those universals.

Table 3. Degree of relative universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals.
Degree of relative universality and complexity of Greenberg’s universals

Geenberg’s
Universal

Set
of languages

YES NO NOTAPP
Relative Universality Relative Complexity

Weight of
Satisfaction

Weight of
Violation

Weight of
Non-applicable

Weight of
Satisfaction

Weight of
Violation

Weight of
Non-applicable

u30 126 37 48 41 0,29 0,38 0,37 0,71 0,62 0,66
u31 143 94 0 49 0,66 0,00 0,34 0,34 1,00 0,66
u32 143 108 11 24 0,76 0,08 0,17 0,24 0,92 0,83
u34 123 10 0 113 0,08 0,00 0,92 0,92 1,00 0,08
u36 143 76 0 67 0,53 0,00 0,47 0,47 1,00 0,53
u40 143 16 22 105 0,11 0,15 0,73 0,89 0,85 0,27
u42 143 64 28 51 0,45 0,20 0,36 0,55 0,80 0,64
u43 143 60 3 80 0,42 0,02 0,56 0,58 0,98 0,44

We propose two interpretations for those universals that display non-applicability as their highest
weight regarding both Tables 2 and 3. First, we consider those universals that fall on non-applicability
over satisfaction, such as U34, U40 and U43, as a mistake from Greenberg by proposing universals that
are too specific or, on the other hand, taking into account the general trend of Table 2 and considering
that, in case those universals would ever be applicable in all languages, we predict that the tendency
would be to fall on a hard satisfaction weight.

On the other hand, only U30 falls on the weight of violation over satisfaction and non-applicability.
More than half of the languages where this universal applies in our set of languages do not necessarily
have tense-mode categories when they bear either person-number or gender. Therefore, Greenberg
created a universal that could be questioned.

4.3. Theoretical universality and complexity of languages

Table 4 displays a classification of our set of 143 languages classified by their theoretical degree of
universality and complexity. It is described with a fuzzy evaluative expression below in the last row.
For example, Slovenian and Turkish German fall on the spectrum of being highly universal and not so
complex from an absolute theoretical point of view. Bengali and Guarani fall on the spectrum of having
a low value of universality and, therefore, being highly complex. This result expresses how many of
Greenberg’s universals are satisfied or not in each language. Thus, universality and complexity are
always interpreted strictly from Greenberg’s perspective in this results.
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4.3.1. Degree of theoretical universality and complexity of language families

Figure 4 shows a classification of theoretical universality (y-axis) and complexity (x-axis) per
language family. By far, Creole and Indoeuropean language families are the most universal and less
complex ones. Creole is usually hardly influenced by Indo-European languages; therefore, it is logical
that they fall on a similar spectrum. The less universal and more complex are Sino-Tibetan, Tupian
and Japanese.

There are two possible interpretations of these graphs: Indo-European languages are the largest
group and, therefore, the one with the most possibilities of being the universal one, or Greenberg’s
universals are biased toward Indo-European languages, as well as our data.

Figure 4. Degree of theoretical universality and complexity of language families.

4.3.2. Degree of theoretical universality and complexity of basic word order dominance of languages

Figure 5 shows a classification of theoretical universality (y-axis) and complexity (x-axis) per basic
word order dominance. The groups are distributed throughout the whole gradience. OVS (Object-Verb-
Subject) and VSO (Verb-Subject-Object) satisfy almost entirely all Greenberg’s universals, and NDO
(Non dominant order) and SOV (Subject-Object-Verb), the group of languages that meet Greenberg’s
universals, satisfy less.
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Figure 5. Degree of theoretical universality and complexity of basic word order dominance.

4.4. Relative universality and complexity of languages

Figure 6 displays a radar chart with a degree of relative universality and complexity per language
with colors of evaluative expressions: Green-high/low, orange-medium and red-low/high. The angular
axis displays the value of complexity, while the radial axis displays the value of universality. Most
languages have a medium weight of relative complexity and universality, while almost none have a
high complexity value (in red). This distribution coincides with Table 4. However, the languages are
very differently distributed, such as what happens with Slovenian, which was the most universal from
a theoretical point of view. It appears as not a universal one from the viewpoint of relative universality.
However, in Table 4, we are evaluating the theoretical universality of language according to only
Greenberg’s universals, and in Figure 6, we are evaluating universality and complexity concerning the
relative weights, meaning Slovenian was very solid on a more discrete counting (only one and zero).
At the same time, it is not that similar to the other languages on a more fuzzy counting, considering
different weights concerning the behavior of the rest of the languages.
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4.4.1. Degree of relative universality and complexity of language families

Figure 7 presents a classification of relative universality (y-axis) and complexity (x-axis) per
language family. No language falls after a value of the medium. The lowest value is for Eskimo-Aleut,
with a relative universality of 0.54. Therefore, all the language families have a high or medium value
on relative universality and complexity. In contrast with Figure 4, Creole and Uto-Azteca languages
are the most universal. On the other hand, Indo-European languages display a different behavior by
being the third less universal family group.

4.4.2. Degree of relative universality and complexity of basic word order dominance of languages

Figure 8 shows a classification of relative universality (y-axis) and complexity (x-axis) per basic
word order dominance. The groups are distributed throughout the whole gradience. OSV Greenberg’s
universals the most. NDO and VSO are the languages that meet Greenberg’s universals the least. These
results disagree with the data from evaluating theoretical universality and complexity in Figure 5.

A possible interpretation of this data is that basic word order doesn’t provide much relevant
information regarding language universality and complexity and, therefore, to have a proper gradient
classification, we need to dig in with bigger groups, such as groups of languages or families.

Figure 7. Degree of relative universality and complexity of language families.

Figure 8. Degree of relative universality and complexity of basic word order dominance.
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5. Discussion

The contributions of this study extend across various domains. Noteworthy are its contributions
to the field of linguistic complexity, which constitutes the central focus of this paper, as well as its
relevance to the realm of linguistic universals and the mathematical theory of evaluative expressions.

In linguistic complexity, we present a mathematical-formal model and employ computational
tools to compute relative complexity across real data corpora. This approach enables us to avoid
the challenges encountered by studies that determine relative complexity through psycholinguistic
experiments (subject to the influence of extralinguistic factors or individual variability) or those
grappling with calculating absolute complexity based on grammars (which lacks grounding in authentic
data). In fact, as highlighted by Kortmann [24], one issue in the literature on linguistic complexity is
that often these works rely on rather unsystematic and intuition-based evidence. When grounded in
actual data, they tend to be confined to reference grammars in conjunction with certain typological
sampling techniques. By working with real data on 143 languages, we aim to provide a possible
solution to the limitations encountered in much of the literature on linguistic complexity.

Another significant contribution of this research lies in our approach to complexity assessment.
Unlike a predominant focus on either absolute or relative complexity in much of the existing literature,
our work bridges the gap between these two forms of complexity and is presented as disconnected
entities. Specifically, we establish a connection between absolute and relative measures of complexity.
In this study, based on calculating the degree of universality of a language, we determine its complexity
for acquisition by adults who already possess proficiency in a first language. Consequently, we employ
absolute measures that allow for assessing complexity in relative terms. This perspective aligns with
viewpoints like that of Sinnemäki [75], who highlights the need for further research to explore the
interplay between complexity and difficulty through psycholinguistic experiments, asserting that a
comprehensive understanding of intricate phenomena necessitates multifaceted investigation.

We establish a correlation between the concepts of linguistic complexity and linguistic universals.
Despite the extensive body of work conducted in recent years within the realm of typological studies on
complexity [4, 16, 29–33, 75, 76], these concepts have rarely been jointly analyzed in the manner how
they are interconnected within this work. On the one hand, we understand the concept of complexity
in terms of the difficulty of learning one language from another (second language acquisition); on
the other hand, we interpret universals as structures/categories present in all languages. From this
standpoint, we establish an inversely proportional relationship between the two concepts: The greater
the degree of shared characteristics between two languages, the less challenging it will be to learn one
from the other. In essence, the higher the universality of a language, the lower its complexity level
when learned as a second language.

The relationship between complexity and universality aligns with the concept of the connection
between rarity and complexity [75]. Scholars like Newmeyer [77] and Harris [78] have linked cross-
linguistic rarity to linguistic complexity. Miestamo [29] suggests that while a direct correlation
between rarity and absolute complexity might not always exist, some level of association between
rarity and difficulty, namely, relative complexity, can be anticipated. Hawkins [33] sheds light on this
relationship by noting that structures that are easy and efficient in performance tend to grammaticalize
more frequently in languages, while those that are complex and inefficient tend to grammaticalize less
often. Additionally, Sinnemäki [75] points out that low probability has been tied to complexity [79],
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and typological rarities (opposite of universals) may consequently demonstrate higher grammatical
complexity [78].

The relationship between the level of universality and the degree of language complexity is
established in a previous work [80]. Although Greenberg’s universals were not the focus of that
paper, the same philosophical approach was employed. It is worth noting the advantages of the method
presented here compared to the previous work. The prior study examined only nine languages, whereas
this work analyzes 143 languages. In our last approach, it was necessary to generate a grammar for
each of the analyzed languages, in addition to a universal grammar with 42 billion syntactic constraints.
A universality weight was assigned to each rule using each of the generated grammars, and constraints
were classified as having low, medium or high universality. This method enabled the determination of
language complexity: The most complex languages were those with fewer universal constraints. This
analysis required computing a correlation between every pair of languages to determine the complexity
levels regarding shared syntactic constraints.

The analysis presented in this current work employs a more abstract and generic concept, that
of linguistic universals. Through this concept, we are able to examine more specific characteristics,
thereby enabling the grouping of languages by type (three distinct types, varying according to the
universal). We work with fewer rules and, therefore, cannot construct a complete grammar, as was
done in [80]. However, given our detailed understanding of each language’s behavior concerning each
universal (due to the smaller scope, it is more manageable), we can gain better insights into the formed
language groups. This approach, in turn, allows us to calculate linguistic complexity more effectively.

We introduce a fuzzy approach to both the complexity and universality concepts. This innovative
framework enhances their description and classification, providing transparency and coherence with
its non-discrete (fuzzy) nature. Concerning complexity, establishing a fuzzy definition and presenting
a formal model for calculating its levels is a challenging endeavor. Regarding universals, this fuzzy
approach effectively addresses classical terminological challenges in linguistic typology. While authors
like Tomlin [81] and Dryer [82] advocate for universals with exceptions and present compelling
reasons to engage with them, they often fall short of offering a system capable of classifying and
comprehending them as non-discrete entities.

In the context of universals, with a specific focus on Greenberg’s universals, we present a formalized
approach. Our proposal differs from typological studies, where it is often difficult to encounter formal
models and where the prevailing norm uses nonformal and occasionally ambiguous formulations to
describe these linguistic regularities [14, 83].

Another contribution of this study is the validation of the universals formulated by Greenberg. We
assess the validity of these universals using a quantitative, objective and verifiable methodology. The
universals under investigation in this article have yet to undergo an in-depth analysis of the existing
literature. While there have been isolated analyses of certain universals [84], a systematic analysis like
the one presented in this study, grounded in real-text data, has yet to be previously conducted.

While computational validations of Greenberg’s universals are becoming increasingly common, the
analysis presented in this paper offers a distinct set of characteristics. First and foremost, computational
analyses often tend to be isolated and focus on specific universals, in contrast to our approach in this
article. Moreover, the universals typically scrutinized are often associated with Word Order [73, 74],
whereas this study delves into a different category of Greenberg’s universals: The morphological ones.
Furthermore, most approaches to universals still do not employ quantitative methodologies based on
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occurrences within a corpus of real texts; instead, they often lean toward grammar-based analyses [83].
Finally, we provide fine-grained results for various linguistic types within the different universals,

without this approach being incompatible with the categorical approach to validate/refute Greenberg’s
universals (which we can also and do employ). This more fine-grained analysis enhances precision,
showcasing non-prototypical or less canonical cases. This level of granularity is less common in more
traditional approaches, such as [14, 85].

Regarding the limitations of our results, the fact of dealing only with 8/45 universals and questioning
how well-distributed the universals are across languages (i.e., Indo-European vs. other languages)
could seem detrimental to the validity of our study. With this respect, analyzing eight out of
45 universals is significant since there are no experiments or other experiments considering these
universals across an extended number of languages, such as our corpus of 146 selected languages (up
to our knowledge). Moreover, studies are usually on only two or three universals. Providing research
results concerning eight universals in a paper is not usual, either, cf. [48, 73, 74, 86, 87].

On the other hand, the distribution of universals depends on the premise used:

• If the universals are analyzed to find the weight of universals, i.e., which universals are most
respected by each of the languages, all universals are highly respected except for U30, U40 and
U42.
• On the other hand, if the languages are analyzed individually to find the universality weight

of each language by taking into account how many of Greenberg’s universals are respected in
each of the languages individually, then we find that practically no language has a high level of
universality. Additionally, we conclude that the universality weight of Greenberg’s rules is based
on a homogeneous distribution across the languages rather than on a large group of languages
satisfying the universals.
• In our corpus, there are more Indo-European languages than families from other languages since

UD are biased toward them. However, we have provided a very varied distribution, which includes
25 different language families. By providing a distribution of universality considering language
families as a criterion, we show that Indo-European languages have a lower degree of universality
than most other language families. Indo-European languages are very diverse and they display
very different features amongst them. Contrarily, other smaller language families, such as Creoles
or Korean, gather more universals since smaller language families tend to be more homogeneous.

Otherwise, to clarify the issue regarding the distribution of languages, we can refer to it as a
“bibliographical bias”. In other words, our study is influenced by the available sources. However,
we must emphasize that our options are limited in this regard. It might seem that the number of Indo-
European languages is much lower than 46% in WALS (World Atlas of Language Structures)-type
databases. Still, it’s crucial to consider that while there are entries from various languages, many of
these entries contain only limited or nonspecific information. As a result, we need more substantive
data regarding the aspects covered by these universals. Given these constraints, our approach is based
on the available data within the UD framework. As UD continues to expand, we propose this study
method, which can be further refined by incorporating data from other languages in the future.
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6. Conclusions

This paper contributed to the studies on linguistic complexity by demonstrating differences in
complexity among languages and by providing an objective and valid method to calculate the relative
complexity of natural languages, particularly in the context of second language learning (L2) in adults.

To calculate linguistic complexity, the paper introduced the use of computational tools and
mathematical models that can provide objective and reliable measures for quantitatively evaluating
linguistic complexity.

Overall, the work presented in this paper seeks to advance the understanding of linguistic
complexity and offer valuable insights into the nature of language complexity. The use of
computational and mathematical tools can contribute to challenge the long-held assumption of
equicomplexity among languages and may have significant implications for various areas, including
theoretical linguistics, comparative linguistics, language acquisition, second language teaching and
language technologies. It suggests that acknowledging differences in linguistic complexity can lead to
improved language teaching methods and better-designed language technologies.

Furthermore, this study conducted a cross-validation on Greenberg’s universals by utilizing data
from 143 languages and formalizing them in a structured manner. Our approach was grounded in
the analysis of several languages and relied on a source that is distinct from Greenberg’s, involving
real texts and actual utterances. We extracted simplified frequencies within a particular grammatical
category using authentic texts produced by speakers.

Our objective was to verify the consistency of Greenberg’s universals by examining a significantly
larger dataset, encompassing 113 additional languages compared to Greenberg’s original work.
Additionally, by using texts generated by native speakers, we aimed to align our findings with
Greenberg’s, further validating his proposed universals. Our approach and results serve to reinforce the
credibility of Greenberg’s proposals, given the alignment of results across this expanded and diversified
dataset.
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